RUBCLUB e. V.
Geschäftsstelle
Gustav-Seitz-Strasse 4
D-68163 Mannheim

Mister Rubclub 2014 Contest
Deadline for applications: 1 january 2013.
Yes, i want to be Mr RUBCLUB 2014 oder Vice Mr. RUBCLUB 2014:

Reciprocal agreement
between the RUBCLUB e. V., represented by the board of directors, domiciled Gustav-Seitz-Str. 4,
68163 Mannheim, and
_________________________________________________________________________________
Family name, given name, date of birth
_________________________________________________________________________________
Address, zipcode, hometown
_________________________________________________________________________________
Telephon
_________________________________________________________________________________
eMail-Adress
_________________________________________________________________________________
GayRomeo-Profil
Consecutively called title holder, the following agreement is taken:
The substance of this contract is the arrangement and design of the title institution conferred the title
"Mr Rubclub 2014” or “Vice Mr. RUBCLUB 2014” and the associated recovery and use by public and
private presentations.
With the award of the title "Mr. Rubclub 2014” or “Vice Mr. RUBCLUB 2014” at the election rally on 4
january 2014 the title holder pledges himself as a representative and image-maker of rubber fetish
scene and to act accordingly in public. This includes availability as a photo model and for billboards as
well as for interviews and media appearances - in each case after consultation.

For this purpose the title holder gives all rights of the images that will be taken in his capacity as titleholder and on the occasion of his activities and operations made as a titleholder - to the Association
Rubclub. Including particularly all copyright and service protection, image, name and other proprietary
as well as even the "right to his own image". It is understood that the photos will be used for
publication in magazines, stationery and all kinds of websites on the Internet. The titleholder agrees to
the use and publication in all media without any restriction.
If the titleholder shall receive copies of these images, in any form whatsoever, they must only be used
exclusively for private purposes. Any commercial use requires the prior written consent of Rubclub
e.V.
The title holder does not pine for a fee or other claims against the Rubclub eV, to those charged with
carrying out the persons responsible for taking photographs, or to the persons who are charged with
the manufacture or further processing of the photographs, nor to the person or the photographers
associated with related photo opportunities.
Furthermore the title holder does not pine for a fee or other remuneration rights for events,
performances or other activities as in the case nothing has been agreed upon. Any reimbursements
for necessary expenses incurred or required do remain unaffected. Agreements and arrangements
thereof are made in individual cases.
In the case of gross breach of the Treaty or the Rubclub eV grossly injurious behaviour the Rubclub
Association is entitled to withdraw the title holder of the permit and prohibit the future use of the title.
If any provision of this Agreement be or become invalid, does not affect the validity of the remaining
provisions. The invalid provision shall be replaced by a clause that comes closest to the economic
intention. The contractors are required to participate in an appropriate clarification of the text. The
same applies to any loopholes this contract might contain.

___________________________________, on ___________________________________________

signature RUBCLUB e.V.

Signature candidate

Please note:
Please send us an Power-Point-Presentation with min. ten pictures of your homebase or your local
gay scene to info@rubclub.de or produce a video of max. 3 min. length. You will present your pictures
or your video during your stage performance.
Please sign that contract and send it in time by post to above adress.

